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Trustees O.K.
F.H. Facelift
By Karen Mallory

Last week the Board of Trustees
met to give final approval to the
fieldhouse renovation plans. The
Basic Modification Scheme that was
presented to them is the product of
several months of planning and
revision in an effort to best meet the
University's needs within a
reasonable budget.
First, all of the campus needs
which could be filled by the fieldhouse were listed and goals were
developed accordingly. A
programming statement that met
these needs was drawn up, without
regard to price. The next stage involved establishing the cost of each
feature of the new plan and prioritizing the features. The final product
is the Basic Modification Scheme
which exceeds the budget by only
$1 2,000.
Originally $850,000 was allotted
to the renovation project. The cost
of satisfying all the desires outlined

in the first stage was estimated at $2
million. This was trimmed down to
$872,000 for the fieldhouse work,
including architects fees, plus
$25,000 for modification of the old
gym so that ROTC may be relocated
there. These changes result in a total
budget of $887,000 which was approved by the Board of Trustees.
Betty Andrews, Student
Representative to the Trustee's
Buildings and Grounds Committee is
very happy with the plan as it has
worked out. She said that, "We got a
lot of the things that we wantedsome of them aren't as big or ideal
but we didn't lose that much in cutting costs.
ASUPS President Scott Jackson
agrees, "What we did get was a very
good package," he said.
So, what is included in the basic
plan? A major feature is the deck
which will be built at the south end
Continued on Page 2

South African Stocks Pt. II!

'Blood Money

By Jeff KOOnt7

The protests began in May 1977
when nearly 300 students were
arrested during a sit-in at Stanford.
Since then students have occupied
the administration building at
Princeton and held all-night
candlelight vigils at Harvard and
Cornell. These student rallies are
part of a growing movement on
college and University campuses
protesting US companies
investments within South Africa.
Students demands calling for
South African divestment poses a
particular problem for University
investment is
Sto"!:
trustees.
•.rn
money for
necessary tc
endowments, bu. 'xifti the exclusion
of such impo?tant South African
affiliates as Exxon, GM, Mobil, IBM
and Ford, a portfolio could be
severely hindered in terms of profits.
Aside from the disruption of a
portfolio, trustees have opposed
divesture on other grounds. First
many claim that the corporations
are working for positive changes,

and to withdraw them would leave
black South Africans with littile
hope of advancement. Also some
schools like Harvard, Yale and
Princeton each have over a $100
million invested in South African
subsidiaries, and to divest could
cause enormous financial losses.
A third and trickier problem is
that trustees run the risk of being
financially negligent, if they divest.
This ruling was recently invoked
againt the Oregon Board of Higher
Education after its decision to sell
all its stocks in companies within
South Africa. According to the
Oregon Attorney General's inter pretation of the Prudent Man rule,
(that is, how a man of common prudence ordinarily handles investments in his own affairs) the trustees
may not take political and moral
considerations into account when
making investment decisions This
rule, originally ment to blockfoolish
money handling by trustees, seems
Continued on Page 4

NAII 'bolt, by Ii nan Cole

Jose Feliciano appeared at the UPS Fieldhouse last Saturday in the
first concert of the year. Kip Addotta opened the show for Feliciano
who ran through a mixture of old and new songs for the crowd - -

Will Winterim Stay?

Students Lobby
officially
Senators
Faculty
stamped a question mark on the
future of Winterim November 6, as
they began a rambling discussion to
evaluate the pros and cons of the
January term. Although no great
decisions were reached, the Senate
did map out a tentative plan of action to take in deciding what recomendation it will make to the faculty.
Obviously in no hurry to make a
decision, the Senate agreed that
they need to hear reports from several sources before making their
recommendation. At the December
meeting, George Mills will give a
report on the possible impact eliminating Winterim might have on
recruiting and the Deans will
present their recommendations. In
addition, the Senate will hear the results of the survey distributed to the
student body by the student senate
this week. Professor Terry Cooney
commented that student opinion
will be an important consideration
in the faculty decision.
Of the several possible alternatives to the Winterim calendar, the
early semester system seems to be
the one most faculty member approve of. Many faculty members
oppose the regular semester and
quarter systems because of the
difficulty of going from one term to
the next with a very short break. In
fact, Professor John Magee admitted, "Many faculty members voted
for Winterim in the first place because they were opposed to the

By Jo Leovy

quarter system." Another calendar
under consideration is Magee's own
proposal, The "Mayim" This is essentially a Wirtterim moved to May,
except that it would be optional for
students and faculty, so that ideally
participants would devote more energy and commitment to it than they
currently do to Winterim. Some
faculty members argue that the
problem inherent in Winterim would
also occur in a May interim and that
the summer job rush would take
away from student participation.
In essence, the faculty should
think the issue over for several
months before coming to a vote.
Cooney reasoned that the earliest
Continued on Page 4
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The loggers kept their playoff
hopes alive last week with an upset
win over Santa Clara.
A staff comment on South
African Stocks may be found on
page 3.

See the first part of the UP'S
conduct code on page 6.
The 'zone' is back on the back.
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News 'in brief

fieldhouse

By Kathy Graham

Nov.9

Nov.12

There was another meeting of the
U.S. and Soviet delegations to the
strategic arms limitation talks. The
odds of reaching agreement on a
new Salt Pact by the end of this year
are becoming increasingly remote.

The Shah of Iran decided a
socialist republic, which was suggested by one of his opponents,
would only divide his country into
automous units and make it easy
prey for the Soviet Union to annex.

Nov.10

Nov.13

Tanzanian troops poured into the
battle zone near Lake Victoria, and
Prs. Julius Nyerere was still ignoring
peace moves by Ungandan Pres. Idi
Amin.
Teamsters union has ordered its
drivers to contirwe to make steel
deliveries even in the face of a
threatened nationwide strike by the
rival fraternal association of steel
haulers.

The U.N. Security Council condemned South Africa for ca1ing unilateral elections in Nambià, and
warned the Pretoria government
that it will initiate enforcement
measures if the election are not
cancelled.

Nov.11
The Federal Trade Commission
has been asked to order Ford Motor
Company
to
disclose
alleged
defects and related "secret warranties" involving some 1.8million
1974 & 1978 model cars.

Nov 14
Egyptian Pres. Sadat said the
peace
neociations
with
Israel
reached a crossroads. At the same
time, Sadat emphasized Egypt's
determination to reach a peaceful
solution to the problem
Some violence has been reported
in connection with the strike by
independant steel haulers.

Women's Studies is continuing to
host brown bag luncheons in SUB
Rm 9 at noon EVERY WEDNESDAY
in November. Everyone is invited.

KUNG FU INTERNAL
EMPHASIS. SEVERAL
STYLES. PRIVATE
AND SMALL GROUP
LESSONS. 759-1818

It

1-1

SCIENTIFIC
HAIR CARE
CENTER

VALUABLE COUPON
GET ACQUAINTED SPECIAL
$3.00

OFF ANY $10.00 HAIRSTYLE
Magic Touch Style Shop
3907 North 34th, off Proctor
FOR APPOINTMENT, 752-1266
OFFER EXPIRES 12/18/78

Cont from Page 1

of the existing varsity floor. The
portable floor now used by the
varsity team will be installed on the
upper level of the deck for use in
intramurals. There will be 422 seats
suitable for intramural spectators.
This facilitates use of the fieldhouse
during varsity basketball practices
because the team will have a new
ventilated wood floor on the main
level. During varisty games
bleachers will fill the new deck
space, providing a total of 4,885
seats with reasonable vision of the
main floor.
On the main level, below the
deck, will be new weight training
and exercise rooms. The decking
plan has created an additional 5,400
square feet of useable space.
Another major priority was the relocation of all physical education
department offices to the fieldhouse
complex. The plan allows for better
communications among the staff, as
the women of the department will
be moved on from the old gym and
offices will be grouped in only two
areas of the building. They will share
common reception and secretarial
spaces. Security of office and
classroom spaces is increased as the
areas may be closed off from other
sections.
A women's dressing room and
showers will be installed, making
use of existing plumbing facilities
which were "discovered" this fall.
Also, separate staff dressing areas
will be developed.
The whole fieldhouse will be repainted and the lobby will be
generally refurbished. The exterior
will also be painted and a new
awning installed. Plans for greater
athletic Improvements have been
developed but did not make it
through the budget cuts. At a price
of $58,00 they would include land-

scaping and graphic striping of the
exterior.
The Basic Modification Scheme
lists the desired features that were
not included and prioritizes three of
them. Number one provides for an
acoustical package that would
make the facility suitable for
musical concerts. Second is the
aesthetic improvement plan
referred to above, and third is the
installation of 400 seats at the north
end on the main level. As it stands,
portable bleachers from the football field will be used in this area.
It is possible that these seats will
be bought with funds raised by
students in the Jogathon this year.
This project was been earmarked as
a visible thing that students could
work for..
According to Scott Jackson,
everything in the renovation process
is right on schedule. Construction
will begin in January and be completed by October 15, 1979. So
much in-depth planning has gone
into the project that, as Jackson remarked, "As we see it, there's no
way this thing can go wrong."

Film Slated
The film Lawrence of Arabia will
be presented by the Associated
Politics and Government Students
on Wednesday November 29 at 7PM
in Mc006. Winner of 7 Academy
Awards, including Best Picture, it
stars Peter O'Toole, Omar Sharif,
Alex Guinnes, Anthony Quinn,
Claude Rains, and Jose' Ferrer. The
almost fictional stroy of Lawrence, a
complex human being, is combined
with the exciting political and
cultural events of the Mid-East
during World War I. Admission is
free.
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No Parking
Those students who went to the Jose Feliciano Concert last Saturday
got what they paid for, a pleasant concert for a low price. For those
who parked in the fieldhouse parking lot, however, there was one extra
charge that was both annoying and unnecessary, a 50c surcharge that
the Athletic Department places on what is normally free student parki ng.
The explanation given to the TRAIL is that the money collected from
the charge goes into the "Athletic Department Revolving Fund" and is
used to cover some of the costs of running the athletic program. For
students who pay an enormous amount of money to attend this institution, a sizable amount of which finds its way to the athletic program,
that is hardly ample justification.
Whether the cause is worthy or not is irrelevant; students should
never have to pay to use the fieldhouse parking lot. A change in this
policy would be appreciated and is expected.

Zone Home
You all know by now
The Zone has returned
If your notice gets bumped
Please don't get burned.

If you want your thing seen
And you feel like a battler
Send all your copy
Straight to the Tattler.

Ed. note - Of course, we will still do our best to get press releases in if
they are here by Monday at 4 pm. The only guarantee we can make is
if it is not here by Monday at 4 it doesn't have a shot.

Staff Comment
In the four weeks I have researched apartheid I have come to respect
the great complexity of the South
African situation. For example,
while it is easy to judge apartheid
wrong and divestment a possible
cure, I cannot ignore the broader
question of US dependence upon
South Africa. The country supplies
five key minerals which we are
unable to obtain elsewhere (except
from Russia); it controls the Cape
route strategic in oil and NATO shipment; and is fiercely anti-communist, blocking Soviet encroachment in
Africa. On top of this the even larger
question stands, "Who are we to
control a country's fate, when we
cannot control even our own?" (as
was pointed out by Mike Gallagher's
editorial last week.)
Despite the confusing circumstances my decisions concerning
these problems are concrete First, I
cannot believe apartheid necessary
even at the expense of global
politics, as it insures exactly , what
the white Afrikoners fear most: a
bloodbath and socialism. Eventually
the guerilla movements operating in
Rhodesia will become as organized
in all of South Africa, and the black
majority may take what they desire
rather than work through peaceful
means. Also, as Donald Woods, a
white self-exile of South Africa has
pointed out, black leanings are moving toward socialism. "They want
not only justice but some fair
redistribution of wealth, and their
image of the West - and am
repeating here simply how they see
it- is of selfish capitalism that
protects its investments rather than
its cause for civil rights."
Second, I believe that in some
cases it is our duty to interfere with
other country's practices, especially
when it is partly throLigh our
financing that their particular evil
may exist. My concern would not be
as great if the blacks were just oppressed, people everywhere are oppressed. What makes black South
Africans different is that through

apartheid they have no means ot
evolution toward their desires and
goals. They are within the yoke of a
necessary evil, and apartheid as
financed by multinationls is sealing
their fate as a permanent slave
force.
Third, I feel the University does
have a moral responsibility when it
comes to investments, despite the
Prudent Man rule (see article). If we
do not consider these questions who
will? I feel we should establish a
University ethics committee to study
the investment portfolio with spec ific attention to South Africa. This
committee should encompass the
campus community and
recommend positive action and
guidelines which have previously
been unapproached.
There is no reason why UPS cannot be as aware of moral and
political issues as other campuses
across the country. In our push for
recognition it would be a much
greater thing to be known as a
University concerned with the
world's future, rather than idly
watching, contributing to its fate.
This of course is not just a question
involving blacks in South Africa,
but one concerning each of our
responsibilities to ourselves,
Jeff Koontz

Kudos
Kudos this week go out to Rose
Basile of Women's Studies for
adding a personal touch to press releases . . . Kudos also go out to those
many people who took the time to
tell us what they thought of the
'Zone,' one way or the other... Next
to get kudos are the poor souls who
must process registration forms
after registration forms in the semiannual ritual . . . Finally kudos go
out to Trail ad salesmen for a record
crop.

Letters
To the editors, UPS TRAIL:
Re: 11/3/78 issue's editorial concerning
ommision of "Combat Zone."
We, students at the University of
California at Davis and - 'StanfOrd
University, deplore the ommision of
the "Combat Zone" section of the
TRAIL. It is indeed refreshing to see a
unique, if perverse, sense of humor in a
college newspaper. This year your
UPS TRAIL has shown itself to be a
paper worthy of praise. The format is
nice ; the pictures are kind of pretty
and the "Combat Zone" was great.
The TRAIL this year is an unusual
college newspaper. This has increased
readership and may increase
something directly correlated: student
interest in your school. We have
noticed a great deal of apathy on your
campus, which nobody seems to care
about. However, a school newspaper,
widely read, may help to solve this
problem by stirring more interest in
your university. We hasten to add that
throughout history banned books tend
to be widely read. Continue your
originality. Continue the "Combat
Zone." A controversy is good for the
soul.
Sincerely,
Craig Lachman
U.C. Davis
Carolyn Gettman
Stanford
Edward Manning Ill
Stanford

Dear Editors:
I have read, with avid interest, the
TRAIL ever since I came to UPS last
February. As a former college
newpaper editor, I have always been
interested in school newspaper
publications, and the TRAIL has been
no exception.
Recently, letters to the editors have
been written expressing their view points over the quality of this paper.
These letters stem from objectionable
taste in the Zone, and words which
total four in number, or better known
as four-letter words. Are these
complaints valid, editors, or should
we just put these complaints "on
ignore"? Let us look more closely at
.the heart of the matter.
As editors, you have the responsibility to represent the community of
students at the University of Puget
Sound. You do not represent yourselves, but present yourself as
servants. Archaic as the word may
sound, or be, it is still an adequate
description of your role as editors.
When you use words that have a
sexual connotation to them, or when
you use words that define sexual acts
- i.e. autoerotism; regardless if it is the
true definition, (which in this case was
not) you are presuming that everyone
on campus, or at least the majority on
campus, enjoys this kind of reading
material. If you would check
reference sources other than just the
people you associate with, you would
find that there are others who don't
share your enthusiasm in your choice
of words or definitions.
Continued on Page 6
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S. A. Stocks

\Vinterim

Cont from Page 1

to be the opposite of student cries
for moral responsibility tied to investments.
Despite these pressures some
Universities have yielded to student
demands and divested. Examples
are the University of Massachusetts
which sold $600,000 in securities,
and the University of Wisconsin
which is gradually selling nearly
nine million dollars in security
stocks and bonds. Other colleges,
such as Amhearst in Massachusetts,
will now only buy stocks in
companies which have signed the
Sullivan statement (corporate guidelines supporting the end of South
African racial discrimination); and
still others refuse to divest at all.
Some of these Universities, such as
Stanford, however, have adopted
new investment guidelines which
still place profits first, but oppose
corporations which cause "substantial social injury."
In a divestment campaign close
to home, University of Washington
students attempted to force their
regents to drop South African investments. After a careful review of the
investment policy, the regents voted
to consider corporate responsibilities on human rights and issues and
the acceptance of the Sullivan statement values as criteria for investment. While this solution is considered "ineffectual" by students working on the campaign, the University
has recently sold nearly $150,000 in
stock of Dresser Industries because

of the company's failure to comply
with the new policy.
UPS has taken no particular stand
either way on South African stocks.
The question was raised last year by
trustee Regina Glenn, but not
pursued after the Administration
sent out a letter explaining the Prudent Man Rule. At present, UPS
owns nearly $680,000 in stock of
companies within South Africa. Of
these Ford, Caterpillar and IBM are
signers of the Sullivan Statement,
Dresser, the company recently dive- sted of by U of W, is not. This portfolio is not intentional however,
since UPS has no guidelines and
invests where profits are greatest.
While still nothing like the antiVietnam protests of the sixties, the
divestiture movement is steadily
growing on college and University
campuses. According to the
November issue of the "Chronicles
of Higher Education," plans are
under way for a "national week of
action" this March as well as efforts
for a national coalition to push for
divesture. Possibly the time is right
for UPS to also consider the problem of South Africa, and make a
positive stand on investments.

TIwHEaIFw
2515 No. Pmctot
UALMHLETtC SUPPLY SPECIRLJST

the entire faculty would vote on the
issue would be in February, and no
changes in the calendar would
occur for at least two years. In the
meantime the Student Senate will
work very hard to make the opinion
of the student body heard and taken
into consideration by the faculty,
Administration and Trustees. ASUPS
President Scott Jackson said, "We
believe that the opinion of the
student body will have a great impact on the decision," and added,"lf
it turns out that a large percentage
of the student body is in favor of
Winterim, then we're going to fight
like hell to keep it."
One dark shadow looming over
Winterim is that it seems to be irrevocably tied to the movement to
reduce the faculty teaching load. If
UPS moved to a semester or an early
semester system, it would be an
easy matter to reduce the normal
teaching load from the current
seven units to six. However, no one
has yet conceived of a way to keep
Winterim and still reduce the faculty teaching load, except to hire
about twenty-seven new faculty
members, which the University is
doubtlessly financially unable to do.
Dean Frank Peterson pointed out
that the strain of trying to finish and
grade Winterim courses and prepare
for three Spring term courses in just
one week is tremendously draining
for most of the faculty and detracts
from their Spring teaching performan c e.

What's a "Turkey Trot"? Well' the
"Turkey Trot" on November 20th
beginning at 4 pm at Baker Stadium is
a race, but you don't have to be a serious runner to participate! This get
together is being organized by
Professors Rob Garrett and David
Smith and is intended to be an opportunity for runners to meet and enjoy
the company of other runners. There
are many different divisions or classes
to sign up in ranging from mens,
womens, law school, undergraduate,
faculty and staff to living group's
teams of four. There is also the option
of running either the 5 kilometer cross
country course of opting instead for
the 10 kilometer course. Anyone
interested in this event can find out
more by contacting Garrett or Smith.

BUDIL 'S FLOWERS

TRU A R T Frame Co.
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Great Burgers.Whole Wheat Buns
. Frozen Yogurt.Cones or Shakes
Chocolate & VaniUa Ice Cream
Thick Creamy Shakes

Picture frames, glass,
mattes, etc.
10% disc, to UPS
2609 6th Ave.
Ph. 572-7972
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There's only one way to describe the look you'll get
from us . . . GREAT. Because when you're ready for a
new cut, wave, curl or perm, we're ready. GREAT
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Tim Moe
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During his recent visit to Trieste,
Italy, Dr. Berlinski lectured at the
Center for Theoretical Physics. His
audience was composed largely of
mathematics professors from such
developing countries as Brazil and
Pakistan. The seminar was
organized and financed by the United Nations Educational, Scientific,
and Cultural Organization. Dr.
Berlinski said he had no idea why he
in particular had been asked to
lecture. But, since the trip was to be
expense-paid, he decided to go
anyway.

383-4739

HAPPY THANKSGIVING
t
bbth

Berlinski's Trip

Cont from Page 1
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UPS Conduct Code Part 1
Presented as a public service,
more of the Conduct Code will appear in the next TRAIL.
I. GENERAL POLICIES
lÀ. The University is dedicated
not only to learning and the advancement of knowledge but also to the
development of ethically sensitive
and responsible persons. It seeks to
achieve these goals through a sound
educational program and policies
governing student conduct that

independence
encourages
and
maturity.
1 B. The University students are
both citizens and members of the
academic community. The
University distinguishes its
responsibility for student conduct
from the control functions of the
wider community. Activities of
students, both on and off campus,
may, upon occasion, result in
violation of law. A student who violates the law may expect to incur
penalties prescribed for all citizens,

Americas'two best
super premium beeIrS.
9

Until you try Special Export,
you'll never know which is the best!
Michelob is one fine beer, but if
you're a discriminating beer drinker
and haven't tried Special Export,
you've been missing something.
What makes Special Export
so special? We start with choice
hops imported from Europe, then
add costly rice to heighten the
flavor of our beer,
Only sparkling pure Wisconsin

spring water is good enough for
brewing Special Export. And Special
Exportis fully kraeusened, just like the
greatest of the European beers, to create
a natural carbonation and mellowness.
Of course, all this takes more
time and costs more money. But once
you try Special Export, we know you'll
say it's the best super premium beer
in America!

and should not expect special
consideration because of his status
as a student. The University intends
to cooperate, however, with law
enforcement agencies, and with
other agencies, in programs for the
rehabilitation of the student.
1C. University authority will not be
used merely to duplicate the
function of general law, but where
the University's interest and welfare,
as an academic community, are
materially and adversely affected
by student action, then the special
authority of the University may also
be asserted. The University may
apply sanctions or take other
appropriate action when student
conduct directly and significantly
interferes with the University's (1)
primary educational responsibility
of ensuring the opportunity of all
members of the University
community
attain
their
to
educational
objectives,
or
(2)
subsidiary
responsibilities
of
protecting the health and safety of
persons
in
the
University
community, maintaining and
protecting property, keeping record,
providing living accomodations and
other services, and sponsoring nonclassroom
activities
such
as
lectures, concerts, athletic events,
and social functions.
All the University Judicial
Hearings are to be conducted so as
to provide fairness (refer to Code of
Procedure for all Agencies): 1 Dl.
Adequate notice of the charges;
1D.2. A reasonable opportunity to
prepare for and meet the charges;
1D.3. An orderly hearing 1D.4.
A fair and impartial decision; and
1 D.5.
If desired, a self-initiated
appeal.
All Student Conduct Code
policy or rule changes shall be
referred by the Student Senate with
recommendation to the University
Council for final consideration
subject to review of the Board of
Trustees.
lF. Rules and sanctions affecting
the conduct of men and women
shall be based on general principles
of equal treatment including like
penalties for like violations.
1G. Office of Student Services:
1G.1. The Office of Student
Services is defined for purpose of
this document to include the
Offices of the Vice President and
Dean of Students (hereafter, the
Vice President) and the Student
Services Deans (including Head
Residents of the individual
Residence Halls). 1G.2. Incidents of
student misconduct may be referred
to the Vice President, who in
consultation with the Chairman of
the Student Court, shall determine.
the agency having jurisdiction. If a
particular jurisdictional body is empowered herein to hear certain

cases, the Vice President shall direct
that case to that agency and may in
no way contradict the procedure
outlined below.
1H.
The University is firmly
committed to minimizing the use of
confrontation,
conflict,
and
violence as problem-solving
devices, both on its campus and
within society as a whole. In
situations of confrontation, conflict,
and violence, the University will
strive, and urge others to strive to
use procedure which will deescalate levels of disruption.
ii. The University pledges itself to
full, open communications in situations of disruption and to fairness in
implementation of solutions and
hearing procedures outlined below.
ii. The hearing, sanction, and
appeal procedures outlined below
are based upon certain assumptions:
that reason and fairness will prevail;
that guarantees of due process will,
assure full participation by the
University community; and that
timely resolution of crisis is a
priority.

-

Letters
contd.
Continued from Page 3
What language you use when your
on your way to class, or in class, or
just talking among yourselves is your
own business. But it is also your
business to not violate good journalistic standards, and print anything
you wish to, at the expense of those,
who end up reading it. Good
journalistic style is what the TRAIL
needs; not material out of Portnoy's
Complaint. In other words, please
keep your foul mouths to yourselves.
Matt Mer.cer
ed. note: Mr. Mercer's letter is one
of the few that gives us second
thoughts regarding our policy of not
editing letters, to improve style,.
grammer, or accuracy. Not only is'
his poorly written attack off-base in
its flaçid attempt to elucidate an
arbitrary scheme for the use of the
language, it is also offensive in that
it attempts to independently assert a
knowledge of our responsibilities.
Perhaps at the newspaper Mr.
Mercer, in an apparent attempt to
establish credibility, claims to have
edited his job description was
correct. As it pertains to the TRAIL
however, his description is both
audacious and ludicious. As such it
will be discounted.

Continued on Page 7

Student Special
Thru November
.

Shampoo & Cut $3 00

With This Coupon

(Normally $8.00

Heileman's Special Export.
You can travel the world over and never find a better beer.

R&D SYNDICUT

G. Heileman Brewing Co., Inc., La Crosse, Wisconsin

CONTEMPORARY HAIR DESIGNS
1206 S. Proctor
759. 0970

3321 N. 26th
Good At Both Locations

759. 2363
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B igger 's Not Really Better
Schumacher 's 'SrnaI is Beautilul ' is first

as

reconcile it with its opposite. This is why

therefore now an expeditious time to ask

of all an excellently titled hook. The ques-

economy

interchangeable parts and fortes them to pro-

considers

corporate profit-making must he combined

ourselves what we mean by progress and

don of size is integral to every chapter: the

duce for others and to long for the end of the

with public responsibility, why the use of

whether our present economic expansion

author suggests that the sickness of modern

workday is morally culpable. It treats men

technologs and chemicals must he tempered

(since

society is due in part to the existence of

just as one input among many into the

and redirected, and why vast consolidations

tasiiing c;incer getting its death hold on the

instit-utions and technologies

of political power and property rights must he

bd5 of our culture. We must decide

that

men

1945) dies not represent

it

metas-

vast and

productive process. But man is not secon-

powerful that they ignore and abuse man him-

dary - he is primary. It is his desire to Create

self. Having become so huge and remote,

and control his own existence that must he

it

the units of our government and economy

catered to. He must he given the chance to

omic forces. Men should he in control of

and millions metaphorically) and the higher

cannot respond to the needs of individial

enov the work and develop the skills of the

their destinies, and aware enough and critical

impulse to

men, and must repress them. Relief of our

artisan and to part icipate in

enough of thernst'l. es to make that destiny

responsihk life. So what if we might have

frustrations , Schumacher proposes, can he

having influence over the conditions ( f his

worthwhile.

less? We shinald consider it

effected by reducing the size of our social

local physical and social environment . V/hat

For Schumacher (who is. by the way.

subsist on as little as possible. We should

groups and the level of our technology. Men

is best for man is not prosperity. . wages. es-

considerably experienced as an economist).

apply an ethic 1)1 underconsumption ' and get

need to he important and productive as mem-

capism, and televised sports: it is rather a

the most abhorrent fault of current economics

on with that serious and precious life -- that

bers of intimate communities. The faceless-

concrete and healthful involvement in the

is its preoccupation with numrers and quanti-

ofthe mind, soul, and heart -- that requires

ness and anonymity of our technical and cor-

beautiful production of beautiful things. The

ties and ' science' to the exclusion of moral

paucity of worldly goods. Ti i do so would'

porate society is a curse on the individual

sacredness of labour and the proper express-

and human responsibility. Economics in

make things one hell of

who wants to know and create himself.

ion of nan ' S social nature are ideals around

Europe and America is a means that dies not

Third World, I think if we revise our criteria

Justice, the virtues of man, and the preserva-

which a reform and reconstruction of the

merit respect as an end in itself: but it is so

of progress (from mechanical indices of

tion of nature can be realized only if Ameri-

world could take place. A wholesome and

respected. Growth and expansion (in the

production to

can society overcomes its pathological devo-

basic life CoUld supplant the overwhelming

GNP sense) and profit are the very gods of

styles) we could see that our current society is

tion to the superhuman (power, speed,

inequality. inefficiency. and injustice of

our latter-day technocratic priests. One must

impruverished in spite of its so-called wealth.

riches) and the subhuman (consumerism,

today.

;isk if their cult

SO

mass media).

it

democracy

broken up. Man

's

environment should not be

coercive one, swept by overwhelming eon-

is

not, after all, a satanic one.

From the above, it can he seen that the

We are apparently, in this modern world.

between the mere consumption of goods
(which in itself

It

is

is

killing thousands literally

more austere, creative, and

it

it

it

it

virtue to

it

lot easier for the

qualitative valuation of lif'e -

poor in virtue-., worthwhile purposes.

political freedom. creativits' . environmental

For Schumacher, the issue of scak is at one

present writer, being somewhat enthusiastic

going somewhere very fast -- perhaps to the

respect -- in short, in all those things that

with the issue of ethics. Every social and eco-

about Schumacher's hook, is capable of ahan-

secular damnation of

have any human relev,in e,

nomic form is based on an assumption about

doning decorum and losing control, and being

human nature. The assumption that our

idealistic to the point of being milknial. To

current society makes, according to ''Small is

do so. however, is to he faithful to neither

Beautiful," is that man is base, low, greedy

the dialectics of experience nor to the duality

and self-interested. By implication, our

of ''Small is Beautiful.'' Schumacher de-

culture, at least in its outward and blatant

votes much effort to develop a realistic course

form, holds as its highest values the brutish

of action based on his theory. He is prag-

desires to possess, enjoy, and consume. In-

matic, and attempts to suggest ways in which

formation (i.e. trivia) and goods (over-pro-

his ideas and those who support them might

cessed and ill-made) are to he poured into the

gain footholds in powerful situations. In the

void of the self. Work is to be merely a bur-

last chapters of his book, the author outlines

densome means to an end, and political free-

methods of ownership by the workers and the

dom is made undesirable and impracticaL

public. His concerr is not with abolishing pri-

Nature should be exploited and ruined: the

vate property. Rather. Schumacher dekires

in such

only that property rights be distributed

human factor is largely dispensable

peripheral activities as production and admin-

equally, so as to benefit both individuals and

istration. As you can see, neither Schumach-

the community. The possession of property

er nor I intend to let modern economics and

should be a general aid to the development of

politics escape by claiming they are value-

potent; lities and to the ex-pression of the

free. Metaphysics have not so easily been

community 's will, It is only the inordinate

discarded: they have rather become negative.

concentration of large amounts of property in

destructive, and ''soul-destroying." At the

fw hands that must he combatted and

heart of all the bizarre and punitive things our

reformed. Evil is represented by those con-

society does and demands is in contempt for

trolling resources beyond their need, and

the true nobility and humanity of men. The

therefore' depnving others of the material

driving force of our society is cleans' in

di-

basis of freedom. The criteria of scale and

rection away from self-knowledge and self-

not of ideology is most relevant to the issue

actualization.

of property: private possession only becomes

it

There are, Schumacher implores its to rec-

an abuse (as it is in this country) when elites

ognize, inherently better goals towards which

control very large blocks of property. Schu-

human energies may he directed. I use the

macher is not attacking private ownership as

term 'inherently'' here because Schumacher

such: instead, he is calling it hack to its

organizes the range of human values and ac-

proper limits and restoring to it its proper

tivities heirarchically: he is willing to say that

scone.

one thing is absolutely better than another.

As

it

philosopher and as a man, E. F. Schu-

For example, a revereni and peaceful

macher is one who honors moderation and

relationship to nature is simply morally super-

harmony. and considers radical imbalance to

jor to a careless and wrathful one. Nature

he prophetic of self-destruction. He would

ex-ists not merely for the convenience and

say that permanence, longevity. is

utility of men: it is a most high and sacred

of the extent to which excesses are avoided or

it

diminished. This is

is Consistent with the proper attitudes of

and one that seems conducive to higher and

it

secular culture. It

is

Campus Pcip.tbock bestseJIes
The Thorn 8irds by Colleert McCullough. (Avon,
$2.50.) Australian family saga: fiction.
AU Things Ws* and Wonderful, by James Herriot.
(Bantam, $2.75) Continuing story of Yorkshire vet.
The Dragons of Eden, by Carl Sagan. (Ballantine,
$2.25.) The evolution of intelligence.
Your Erroneous Zones, by Wayne W. Dyer. (Avon,
$2.25,) Self-help pep talk.
The Amityville Horror, by Jay Anson. (Bantam, $2.50.)
True story of terror in a housepossessed.
Lucifer's Hammer, by Larry Niven & Jerry Pournelle.
(FawcettlCrest, $2.50.) Struggle for survival after gigantic comet hits earth: fiction.
Dynasty, by Robert S. Elegant. (FawcettlCrest, $2.75.)
Saga of dynamic Eurasian family: fiction.
The Joy of Sex, by Alex Comfort. (Simon & Schuster,
$6.95.) Guide to attaining sexual enjoyment.
How to Flatten Your Stomach, by Jim Everroad.
(Price/Stern/Sloan, $1.75.) Rationale and exercises.
The Book of Merlyn, by T.H. White. (Berkley, $2.25.)
Fantasy about last days of King Arthur: fiction.
This list was compiled October 15, 1978 by The Chronicle of Higher
Education from information supplied by college stores throughout the
country.

function

value and end in itself. Only the latter belief
it

it

very traditional wisdom

morally responsible man. Nature is not to he

better things in men and societs'. The ex-

mined, poisoned, paved and desecrated; it is,

cesses of size and power and violence, as well

for the sake of ourselves and our Cosmos, to

as of consumption and of ide dogs' are

he lived in and respected and cared for. Simi-

plague to

lark, man should he treated differently than
he is, for he, too, is an end in himself. An

What is Words and Music?

it

Words and Music is an often delayed,
hopefully long awaited, TRAIL feature that

ng-last ing peace, harmon v . and

will cover the fields of literature and music on

he pr dtict i m of the section. If you want to

developmentS Schumacher does not desire to

an irregular basis. Each edition we hope to

sign up. just stop by Room It of the SUB and

eradicate the present society so much as to

cover an arr;v of authors and artists of in-

talk to one of the stall'.

li

wrest to the Uniyersitv community. Comment (;ind debate) is welcome as

is

help on
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UPS: ON THE AIR AT 90A FM WELL

FOLKS,

WELCOME TO OUR

THE KUPS-13I
PROGRAM
GUIDE. WE
HAVE
EXPERIENCED
MANY
STAFF
AND
PROGRAM CHANGES IN THAT VOID
BETWEEN FALL AND WINTER. WE HAVE
liGHTENED UP OUR PROGRAMMING
CONSIDERABLY,
HAVE
AND WE
OPENINGS FOR PEOPLE TO JOIN THE
KUPS STAFF. STAFF MEETINGS ARE
HELD EVERY WEEK ON TUESDAYS AT
7 PM EN OUR SPACIOUS OFFICE. SO
NOW IS THE TIME FOR ALL THOSE OF
YOU OUT THERE WHO HAVE BEEN
DYING TO BE ON THE AIR, OR JUST BE
INVOLVED TO COME ON DOWN TO
KUPS AND SEE WHAT' S GOING ON.
KUPS IS LOOKING FOR SOMEONE
WITH INTERESTS IN GRAPHIC DESIGN
AND JOURNALISM TO PRODUCE AND
EDIT A PROGRAM GUIDE OF HIGH
QUALITY TO HELP KUPS REACH THE
OUTSIDE WORLD. REMEMBER, WE'RE
ALWAYS OPEN TO YOUR
CONTR1BUT!ONS AND SUGGESTIONS.
KUPS-FM IS YOUR RADIO STATION AND
WE NEED YOUR SUPPORT TO KEEP
GOING AND GROWING.
BELATED VERSION OF

JOBLENE

Mark Bluhaugh / Steve Waggoner:

On Monday and Tuesday, also Wednesday
and always on Thursday and Friday, in fact every
weeknight at 10:30 on 90.1 (always) FM

Van Halen, Foreigner, Boston, Supertramp; all

Stereo. KUPS, we air our nitely ALBUM
HOUR. Hear the newest releases in their
entirity as soon as they hit the fan, sometimes

slot as a chance to test out your woofers!''
(Saturdays 6- IOpm).

Nalani Matrox:

even before.

Jell Cochran:

"Begin to Jazz. Start it all with a contemporary look at mainstream, fusion and mellow
jazz rhythms.
In your radio from 9:00

"Our shift? Heart, Styx, Blue Oyster Cult,
decent new music: Cheap Trick, The Who, Elvis

"I was an otphan and I couldn't help it.
I' ye been in and out of trouble ever since tht;
left me in a basket on the trt&wav It s me
that's been doggin'

your shadow, sr's me
that's been shadowin' Your slog. You got me:
hung up lock stock and .baxiel. I'll always be
behmd you in the log so suO better not innov
me or I II do something that I mighl regret
You d better not annos me or II do something
that you won't forget in a hun-v, zid I tnight be
back for some sloppy seconds. YoU 'ye heard me
heavy breathing on the radio. My word they say
thatl'mbelongin' inahomeforaazypeople.
But you know I don't belong there. I belong
right here on KUPS from 9 - 12am. Monday
through Friday."
Carol Bibl

ional, international, and universal happenings
Ii KUPS news. Mike Miazga brings you the
DDAY REPORT sporting K.C. Sander on
inday and Wednesday. Join Toby Fitch with
facts, -Bob Akamian wprra

"Hi
variety ic

"We got singin' and dancin' and rowdiness
and blues for those rainy days... Tuesdays and
Fridays(9- I2and3-6respectively).

JAZZ

Mark Stephens:

Luke Milde:

"This is my show (Wednesdays from 9 12pm and Fridays from 12 - 3pm). I did one
before. but this is another one. I like it a lot. I

"Every Friday from 10pm to 2am you might
hear quite suitable music from Luke Milde.
Droning, buzzing, high-spirited rush for a brief

hope you do too.
The first thing you will
probably hear, if you havt already, j,s music.
Mv show starts with Rock-n1Mi ends

distance in an energetic manner with ardent
feeling.
An inundation of artistic expression
rendered by instruments and singing voices which
any respectable music appraiser would deem of

with Rock-n-roll.
Rock-n-roll. I'm

he br in ging you a

C.1
S7~pm on Tuesdays. It

In between is

not always

new

questionable value.
Shawno: Smorgasboard

Dave Miller:

"I

can sum up my show (which is from 10pm

to 2am Saturday nights) in a few simple words:
"ROCK and ROLL!" Some of my Saturday
regulars are: Foghat. Kansas. Stvx.

Foreigner. Deep Purple. Rainbow, Na7.areth and
others. There are nights that I do tone it down

will indude most all ass of the rock spectnjn i
as well as some rock-jazz luslon, and occasion-

abet lam.

alFrliin

zI1ll iIin he iti ffiffiWi rim' in
some relatively obscure stuff. Give me a call if

take requests as long as they rock."

there' s anything you want to hear."

Lissa Paak:

Bob Wyatt:

for the WEEKEND OUTLOOK.

mostly

a'azy. I hope you

I 2:00am, fresh, every Sunday morning. at the
EMPORIUM, 90.1 FM. Taste it on your
dial."

aren't either."

night

I'll

"Creative sounds are heard Tuesday
6:00pm and Thursday at 3:00pm. A lot
rock, a touch of jazz from Yes to Al DiMeola
everywhere in between."

Costello. Kansas, and Judas Priest. Consider this

Dave Cardeiro:

Just wake up? Get caught up on the local.

ineron with the environmental report on the
PS EVENING NEWS at 6:00 p.m. Look

Carsten:

Washington job service report
presented at 10:30 and 2:30 p.m. weekdays.
-

A variety of music from yesterday. today and
tr)ImSToW that stimulates not only the ear but the
entire mind. Experience the old and the new.
Listen to the famous as well as the unheard of.
even absurd. Country rock, jazz, easy listen and
of course R & R of the finest quality can he heard
evers' Friday from 6

-

10

PM.

Enjoy.

At this time I bring out the Pink

lloyd, Triumvirat. and Kraftwerk.

P.S.: I do

The Phone Booth man (Monday I 2-3 PM)
Hi, I'm Mr. P.B.M. I don't do my show
from a phone booth, but when I'm not on the
air I do spend piost of my time on the phone
irving to get new music for you to hear. My

"If you like progressive rock or would like to

"Wednesday mornings from 9 - 12. Home
Happy Feet brings to you, each Wednesday
mrmng a mixed hag of music Listen to diverse

turn on to something new, tune in the Bob
Wyatt show. Thursdays from 9 - Midnight.

sounds upredicatahie happenings from bluegrass
to blues, folk to brx)tleg. From around the world

ional sport. Bob Akamian, Don Becketi,
I Casey Sander bring you all of the color

Remember, music chouldn' t just be for the living
risen it should be good all the way into the

wilt come music from South America to ireland,
sit hack and listen to music from perhaps your

bedroom.

I pluy-hy-play of logger sports. For an in
)th look at sports join Rob Cushman every

past, your future, or just to go with what you're
doing right now.

The Classical music you will hear Sunday
aftemxrn won't be just for music students even

Mark Blubaugh:
Niki Fox ./ Pam Dean:

though they will he featured. The music is for
everyone - even You. You' II hear pieces from

-:

UPS sports is # I! So IS KUPS coverage of
Loggers on the field or in the fleidhouse.
KUPS sports staff provides daily coverof campus. local, national and inter-

dnesdav night at

8:00

p.m.

for

DRTSWATCH.

CONCERT CATALOG
1I1:20a.m. and p.m.

-

Weekdays at 7:20

-

"Here's a chance to wake up to music that
will prepare you for Friday. I know if you re up

"Get over that mid-week hump (Wednesday

this early you must have an exam or you're
cazy. So give me a chance, if you need
something to wake up with, call me.''
(7 -

artist for you each week,

9am, Fridays).

requests.

nights from 6 - 9), with both of us and a mellow
mixture of rock. We'll have a dillerent feature
and we welcome

shoW is called. "This is the Modem World",
and for 3 hours straight you will hear more new
music than you have ever heard comprised in a 3hour period. So join me when I play for you, the
hits of the future, now!
Cvnthiij Eastman

Schubert to Beethoven. Bach to Montieverdi.
0'

excelk'nt studs' music. You'll enjoy it. a lot (if
fx'ople do. On Fridays from 3 - 6 PM I'll
feature Contemporary mellow rock to get you
ready for your weekend.

THE BRASS EAR
I

_ — — — - —ONE
—————- ——
DOLLAR
OFF

I

I

I

ALL REGULAR PRICED:
! RECORDS & TAPES I
—

—————————————

RECORDS TAPES POSTERS
CRAIG HOME & CAR STEREO
-

-

OPEN 9:30 to 9:30 DAILY SAT. 9:30

-

6:00 SUN. 12:00

AT THE TACOMA MALL Ph. 475-0557

-

t tune out because you're not into it. It's

-

5:00

:
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Reviews and Previews

Billy Shines Twice

"Crazy Guy" at UPS

By Tony Tento

By Bonnie Williams

In the age when the two G's (Gimick and

men who manned the light crew. Though not

Jose Feliciano described himself as ''a crazy

why he sings some songs: ''I sing certain songs

Glitter) seem to be necessary for the success of

extravigant, the use of lights was very effective

guy'' during his perfrmance Saturday night in

because They come into my life at certain

popular rock concCrts it is nice to see the success

in accentuating tempo changes, especially in

the Ficldhouse.

times,'' he said. ''Songs can act as a buffer to

of at least one show be attributable to the sheer

'The Ballad of Billy the Kid.''

Sponsored by the Popular Entertainment

what is going on in your life.

musical and to an extent, comical talents of the

In all. the performance of Bills' and his hand

Committee, the composer/singer/guitarist

He began and ended the set with songs for

performer. The Billy Joel concerts of November

was professional, tasteful, polished and more

played for nearly I .000 people who applauded.

which he is lamous: the theme song from

O in Seattle and November 7 in Portland were

than a little hit manic. He seemed to give

whistled and shouted after each song.

such concerts.

100% effort and also seemed to enjoy it. He
did not resort to the glitter of a Ted Nugent nor

In both Concerts Joei pugnaciously pounded

it

"Chico and the Man" and ''Light my Fire."

R'liciano, ranked one of the top

Singing songs by other artists, the grammy-

entertainers in the world, played several songs

winner added his own flair. He sang an old

the pegs of his piano for more than two hours.

from his new album to he released later this

Elvis Presley song, but made it truly Feliciano

At times his playing and singing were powerful

month. One of the songs. written by Feliciano,

by adding his fancy fingerwork. He also did a

to the point of being relentless. At other times

is called ''Disco Ham" and combines disco

nice job with the Commodores' song ''Easy."

he expressed himself more suhtley. At all times
his perhwmance was captivating.

music with flamenco guitar plving. the song is

After a standing ovation, the performer sang

indescribable. The flamenco guitar style is per-

"Tomorn)w from the musical ''Annie."

Though music was the main attraction of the

meated by a strong disco beat from the hand.

Only someone as flexible as Feliciano could

night, many concert-goers were treated to a

The audience kept Feliciano waiting while they

have pulled oft the different musical styles that

refreshing dose of comedy. During and in

screamed and applauded.

were played.

between songs Joel frequently joked with the

The entertainer laced his performance with

audience. His impersonations of Ted Nugent

witty remarks and jokes, most of which made

kept the audience laughing with

and Bati'v Manilow left some of the Seattle

the audience groan. but helped establish

flowing comic style while they waited for

it

audience in hysterics. During "Big Shot," Joel

rapport. Personally this reviewer wishes he had

left the piano and paraded around stage in storm

played more and talked less.

trooper fashion (goose-stepping).

If his acerbic

Comedian Kip Adclotta opened the show, and
it

snath,

Feliciano.
In this reviewers opinion, if you missed the

Feliciano. during the concert, commented on

show, you, tnulv, missed a treat.

and often-times smart-ass lyrics were not
enough to bring the message of his songs
across, his comic body-motions were. In

An exciting evening of dancing is in store

concert Joel, unlike most rock performers. plays

when the popular dance band. Epkentre, takes

music -- from jazz to rock -• for your dancing
pkasure.

Student Union Building on Saturday. Nov.

the stage at the University of Puget Sound
IS.

on the corner of N. 15th and Lawrence Streets.

from 9-12 p.m.

Tickets, which are 0. are available at the door.

to the audience, not for the audience.
The musical content of the show was
excellent. In all, he played twenty-three songs.
He did however, disappoint many of his older

The six-member band, featuring the vocals of

fans by not playing the underground classic

Bernadette Bascom. will present

'Captain Jack." Perhaps he did not feel that
his new fans were ready for the intense

it

variety of

The UPS Student Union Building is located

You must

be

IS. ID. required.

The event is sponsored by the Associated
Students of UPS.

depression the song portray';. For the most part
the songs he did play sounded better than they
do on the albums. Much of the excess
production found on the albums was missing in

(J_
i
a 9aq:

Billy's hand. ''The Throbbing Members''.
provided powerful background music for Joel.
At times, in fact, they pushed Joel into the

41

background. Richie Canata led the group with
his jazzy woodwind play, not to mention
organ, piano, harmonica, electric piano, and
visible on drums, Doug Stegmeyer was tasteful

did he resort to the gimmicks of DEVO. The
success of his concert, like the success of his

on bass, and Russel javors was a little hit loud

career, was based on hard work and sheer

on guitars. Also deserving of mention are the

talent.

tambourine performances. Liberty Devitto was

Symphonic Band Premiers
The University of Puget Sound Symphonic
Band, under the direction of professor Robert

will play music by Percy Grainger, Norman
Dello Job. Leonard Bernstein, and Symphony

Musser, will present their Fall Concert on

for Band by Robert Washburn. A woodwind

Wednesday. November 29 at 8:15 p.m. in
Kilworth chapel of the UPS campus.

chamber ensemble will he featured in Old Wine

In addition to traditional marches, the hand

The public is invited to attend this free
c( ncert.

for New Bottles by Gordon Jacob.

DRASTIC PLASTIC RECORDS

OPEN 7 DAYSAWEEK

IMPORTS -- SPECIAL ORDERS

And Paradise Paraphenalia
RECORDS & TAPES NEW & USED
Buy
Sell
Trade

•

•

Easy Wa/king from UPS Campus-Save Ga.s Avoid Mall Fatiue Or Highlands Hassle. Don't Be
Over-Towered.' B,r Is Not Best! We Are About Five Blocks Towards Downtown, At 6th Ave. 5
Oake
Open Mon. To SaL Noon To 8 P.M. Buyer Available Weekdays 6-8 P.M S All Day Sat, 2103- 6th
Ave. 212-2886

SPECIAL PRICE COUPON GOOD THROLIGH NOV.
REGULAR PRICED RECORDS $559 WITH COUPON $4.88
REGULAR PRICED TAPES $599 WITH COUPON $4.89
LOCATED AT 6th & PEARL-- Ph. 565-0363

,I .

Alan Harvey's

Author Pro iles:

Xult voñnaqut Jr.

Tom Robbins

If you want to read something purely for
enjoyment tiy Kurt Vonnegut, Jr. He usually
wntes about moral" topics but never nies to
pass 'moral" judgement. The reader can just sit
back and observe the goings on of Vonnegut' s
characters. There' s no need to pass judgement
so he does not.
Some people characterize Vonnegut as a
saence fiction wnter but 1 had already finished
four of his works before I ever heard this suggestion and, admittedly, had even considered it.
Certainly he is not in the traditional mode of sail. For that matter, he is not in the traditional
mode of any group. For many years, he was the
hem of underground literature in the 60's. But
starting with the 70's, Vonnegut has been given
a more important status in American literature.
In fact, be is considered one of the geniuses of
ow tüi,e.
All of his works have several themes running
through them simultaneously. In "SlaughterHouse Five", one of his first renowned successes, one of the major themes is time: "We went
to the New York World's Fair, saw what the
past had been like, according to the Ford Motor
Car Company and Walt Disney, saw what the
future would be like, according to General
Motors."
"And I asked myself about the present: how
wide it was, how deep it was, how much was
mine to keep." No direct statements of his
viewpoint, only questions. One characteristic of
Vonne.it's writing is that people have very little
ofltrol over their own destinies. Events come

Totally different from anything else you have
ever read. This would be your description of
Tom Robbins' book "Even CowgirLs Get the
Blues". Unless, of course, you have read his
first book "Another Roadside Attraction".
Robbins is one of the most imaginative authors to
come out in years. His stories deal with special
sub-culture groups which no other author would
even attempt to nv.
"Roadside Attraction" has particular
interest for the Puget Sound area. Robbins lives
just north of Seattle and his book is set in the
region. So he can talk about the area with the
familiarity which grows from living here.
Whether talking about the rain which we all can
relate to or the magic mushrooms which abound
most anywhere. Robbins can create a perfect little
world within our current society.
Robbins creates characters like John Paul
Ziller, a "magician'' who just happens to he the
greatest drummer this countr' has ever known,
whether jazz, rock or printival. "The
magician' s underwear has just been found in a
cardboard suitcase floating in a stagnant pond on
the outskirts of Miami. However significant that
discovery may be - and there is the possibility
that it could alter the destiny of each and every
one of us - it is not the incident with which to
begin this report."

and confront his characters and there is not much
any of us can do about it. "Billy Pi!gram has
come unstruck in time ... He has walked through
a door. in 1955 and come out another one in
1941. He has gone back through that door to
find himself in 1963. He has seen his birth and
death many times, he says, and pays random
visits to all the events in between."
"Billy is spastic in time, has no control over
where he is going next, and trips aren 't necessarily fun. He is in a constant state of stage
flight, he says, because he never knows what
part of his life he is going to have to act in
next." I think I like Vonnegut because you can
jLuTIp around with these varying philosophies
without getting serious with any.
Vonnegut 's first major novel was ''Breakfast
of Champions": a story about two men whose
lives were completely unrelated except for a
pamphlet the one wrote. The major part of the
book keeps the two seperated. Their lives are
shown very systematically and in chronological
order. Just the event that happens to them,.
great search for meaning.
"Cats Cradle" deals with atomic scientists,
Caribbean islands, Midwest Hoosiers, new ways
of making love and ice-nine. Ice-nine is a newly
developed crystalline structure for water which
ultimately destroys the world. ''Slapstick" is the
closest Vonnegut ever gets to autobiographical.
There are several books which contain selections
of his short stories including ''Welcome to the
Monkey House" and "Wampeters. Foma and
Granfalloons".

James Baldwin
Power is the only way to describe James
Baldwin's writing.' Every sentence has power.
W1'tether he is trying to show the weight of' a
k, mamive city upon one figures shoulders or
the inner weight of deep religious conviction
upon another character 's heart or the raw driving
force between two embracing lovers, one feels
that every character is capable of going ten rounds
with the champ if only they can manage to make
it through the day. Life can be a tremendous
burden on some people. This is what Baldwin
writes about. Life in its raw, pure, unadulterated form.
Baldwin's lust novel, "Go Tell It on the
Mountain", was indeed strong and powerful.
His characters acted as though they were possessed by forces much stronger than themselves. He
deals with a black religious theme. His characters are strong and powerful: yet very often
their values are utterly destroyed by outside
elements. The capability to sin is great but the
ability to suffer and repent are greater. He is
showing us the strong inner dealings of men with
deep religious convictions.
"Giovanni's Room" is a violent novel and
yet beautiful. Baldwin deals with a homosexual
relationship between two young male lovers, one
of which is about to be executed for a murder.
The reader can feel the emotion of the characters, the physical contact, the emotional bonds,
the ripping end to their relationship and the kx)k
back over what turns out to be their destnictjon.

"Another Country" is very ambitious. Interracial mixing is carried to its maximum and the
human is put under enormous forces. And yet
they are forced to survive. One character is not
capable of living, the one who seemingly
exhibited the most strength and power. So
no one is ever secure in life.
You cannot just sit and read one of Baldwin's
novels. The reader becomes consumed in the
intensity of the characters. And its not just the
action. In fact sometimes there is very little
action for a long period of time. But there is
always something happening to the character.
A lot of emot iona I juices are flowing wit bin
the character's mind and soul.
James Baldwin was horn in New York City's
Harlem in 1924. But he is one of the world's
true cosmopolitan citizens. He has been very
outspoken against racial prejudice in the U.S. and
has become very disillusioned. He currently lives
in France and makes visits to the U.S. Being
black and growing up in Harlem have given him
great insight into many desperate situations which
he vividly portrays in his writings.
Baldwin is one of America 's greatest writer 's
with some of his other novels,''If Beale Street
Could Talk" and "Tell Me How Long the
Train's Been Gone", and his essays ''The lire
Ne.'i Time''. The power of natural flrces and
human nature transcend all racial harrier and
become as vivid to the reader as they are to the
people James Baldwin writes about.

''Who else but Ziller, for God's sake,
wore jockey shorts made from the skins of tree
frogs?" Ziller marries Amanda, who is
"increasingly seen in the company of extremely
weird individuals'' and has an infant "bom with
electrical eyes" after Amanda became pregnant
"during a fierce thunderstorm". Their
orangutan. Mon Cd, is more intelligent that
most people we know. Plunky Pumell gets into
the Catholic CIA (or some such group) and
becomes Brother Dalles. While stationed in the
Vatican, there is an earthcuake and a room is
uncovered which contains the body of Christ, So
Plucky heists the body. Confused? Interested?
Throughout the entire book there are
informative interections about how to prepare
moral mushrooms or how the hot dog is the
greatest American contribution to the world. Or
read about the roadside attraction: an organic hot
dog stand and roadside zoo which contains no
animals except for two garter snakes and a tse tse
fly. ''And the tse tse fly was not even alive."
"Cowgirls 'is about Sissy, a girl born with
abor)rmally large thumbs. As a result, she learns
to hitchhike with them. There is also a cowgirl
ranch in the midwest which Sissy gets connected
with. Tom Robbins offers just as many insights
in thjs, his second work. It is developed better
than in "Roadside Attraction" but both otk'r
something totally different.

Joyce Carol Oates
Outes is as much a mystery as her stories are.
There is something transcending about her work.
Most of her writings end with the same uneasy
feeling which characterizes her work. There are
elements a every human in her characters and wet
these characters are not of this world. As Ortes
describes one of her collections of short stories,
''The Poisoned Kiss": "One day 1 wrote a
story that was strange to me, a highly abstract
story set nowhere at all. I did not understand the
story and in a way I felt it was not my own..."
Her stories are described as genius. imaginative.
Gothic and mystical.
As with most ol Oates' stories, the reader

never reailvknows everything that is going on.
The story always turns toward the "dark'' cid
of the inner being. Her settings are rarel
unusual. Usually they take place in an uppi
rniddle-da.ss structure. But often the miii
character is out ol place.. liii instance.
msteritius-Iiew professor from. a large Eastern
University joins a small, southwestern Ontar
isl.
Dun' t read (hues if you att' in a depi'esse
state. You are willing to contemplate suicide.
But if you want to experience a great writer'
art, then Joyce Carol Gates is fir you. Especiall
if you are in a hizane mood.
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PRINTS-CARDS-BOOKS-CALENDARS
We Also Do:

Special Orders
Out of Print Search
Gift Wrapping
HOURS,' 10-5:30 DAILY, WED. & THURS. till 8:00
Closed Sunday
Corner of N. 26th & Proctor

Ph. 759-4680
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Letters contd,

Budget Presentation Nears

Continued from Page 6
Epistle to the Aeolians:
I remember an editorial policy
stating that the TRAIL published all
letters exactly as received, misspellings and garbled syntax left scrupulously intact. If true, vanity compels
me to say that two important
sentences from a letter I wrote last
week were mangled beyond literate
recognition. Since they were what
some rhetoricians might call the
thesis idea and its amplification,
they should, like Athena springing
from the head of Zeus and Aphrodite from the foam, appear as virginally conceived. The lines ought to
read as follows: "Consider the original design (of the Winterim): one
month to study a subject in depth to
the exclusion of all distractions.
Such a focus, used honestly, should
not be confused with phony experimentalism or cheap evasion."
Implicit in my whole argument to
save the Winterim is a re-organization of the calendar--which seems to
be a steady theme from the current
Senate debate over retention or rejection of Winterim, especially
when one lifts the lid on teaching
loads. What should be preserved
once the polemical dust settles is, of
course, clear: academic excellence,
personalized education, and wellrounded learning. I was going to
suggest the possibility of cutting the
teaching load to six units (2-1-3 or 31-2 when a Winterim is offered, 3-3
otherwise), mandating limited enrollment in all classes throughout
the school year, requiring only two
Winterims for graduation, asking
professors to teach every other Winterim (the off year to be used for

By Jim Brown

planning and preparing the next
Winterim to be taught), insisting
each Winterim upon an adequate re- presentation of major disciplines
treated in depth, stressing on-campus programs, coordinating courses
with some feeling for
complementarity, demanding
linguistic competence for travel
programs, and articulating the Winterm with the general curriculum.
But I did not and will not mention
such considerations. That would be
a transparent use of "parasiopesis"
whose insincerity and sophistry
would be immediately perceived
and rightly condemned.
You know, between 1738 and
1744 when Dr. Samuel Johnson
covered Parliamentary debates,
items rigorously protected by privilege, he wrote what the House of
Commons should have said, not
what members actually said. Not a
bad idea, come to think about it. At
least the real issues emerged for
public scrutiny. In defense, the
Great Cham said, "I had never been
in the galley of the House of
Commons but once." Which was
probably more than enough. I think
his notes were called "Debates in
the Senate of Lilliput," and they portrayed the Hurgoes against the
Clinabs. There is a lesson in this
somewhere, particularly for the
swift in spirit.
Many thanks for running the true
text.

ASK FOR THE 5% DISCOUNT

903 Broadway PPazo 627-6925
Master Charge & Visa Welcome

Frisko
Fr-eeze

You can
travel the world
over and never
find a better beer.
A C.C)",E Wr'cCE ,.cr', A,An

RECEIVE

Recital Slated

WATER PIPES, 10P40S, INCENSE,
IMPORTED CIGARETTES, POSTERS
by MURRAY OF CALIF.

Ilk

opinions of the students interviewed
was very consistent. There were few
contradictions."
Jackson and Ellis were both
pleased with the reception the Budget Task Force members gave their
presentation. There was a great deal
of discussion on the student proposals, and the Task Force members
seemed genuinely interested. Ellis
did feel there was a problem with
the closed nature of the Budget
Task Force and its discussiohs.
There were several major budget
issues brought before the Budget
Task Force. Students felt there was
a definite need for improvement in
the Library. Students were also concerned about the increasing
inability of middle income students
to afford UPS. Increased financial
aid for this segment of the student
population was recommended.
Student Services was another
issue presented by the Student Input
Committee. All Student Services
were reviewed in the presentation to
the Budget Task Force. Many students were concerned with the traditional comparison of the UPS.
budget with the budgets of high caliber schools such as Stanford, Pomona, Claremont, Carlton, etc. The
feeling was that such comparisons
are not realistic. Jackson and Ellis
urged the Task forceto compare the
UPS budget only with regional,
schools similar to UPS.

Modestly yours,
F. L. Cousens

The ARMO—DILLO SMOKE SHOP

oak

On November 28 the Budget Task
Force will present their budget re- commendations to the Student
Senate. This presentation will cap
the budget review process that has
been going on since late September.
At this time the Budget Task Force
has already gathered all necessary
information from the various
campus constituencies. They are
assembling the statistics, but have,
as yet, no concrete figures.
Last month, Scott Jackson and
Chris Ellis presented the findings of
the Student Input Committee to the
Budget Task Force. (The Student Input Committee was set up to solicit
student opinion on University budget issues.) The Student Input
Committee obtained student
opinion concerning the University
budget by interviewing over 350
students. Both Jackson and Ellis
were concerned with the apathy
shown by students towards the
committee's search for budget opinion. Ellis felt that although the
students were better represented in
the budgeting process this year than
in the pas.t, there was definite room
for improvement. He felt more
effort should be made to make students more aware of the impact
their opinions have on the budgeting
process. Both Jackson and Ellis felt
that even though the data from the
students was limited, the
information was representative of
students' views. Ellis stated, "The

Drive - In
1201 Division Ave.
Tacoma
French Fries & Prawns
Malts
Shakes & Sundaes
Quarts & Pints

Can't Be Beat

.

Franz
Liszts "B
minor
Piano
Sonata", one of the most difficult and
beautiful pieces of music written in the
19th century, will be performed for
Tacoma audiences when Marc Taslitt
presents a Faculty Recital on Monday,
November 27 at 8:15 p.m. in Jacobsen
Recital Hall of the UPS Music
Building.
The "B minor Sonata", written in
1853, has been called "one of the most
outstanding piano compositions of the
Romantic period."
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As popular as he is talented, Mr.
Taslitt has played to several standingroom-only audiences since he arrived
in the area a year ago. In addition t
the Liszt, he will play works by Bach,
Schumann.
invited to
hear
this
fifle
performer
in
a
complimentary recital

I
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STYLING
FROM
$8.50

CLI P
&SAVE Vol
SUITENo. 201
SECURITY BLDG.
915'/2 PACIFIC AVE.
TACOMA
627-6927
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Loggers Upset Santa Clara

Soccer Splits
By Daniel Bolong

By Daniel Bolong

Taking a big step in the direction of
the first post-season game in UPS history, the Logger gridders dumped
powerful Santa Clara 7-0 Nov. 11 to
run their NCAA record to 8-1 (8-2 overall). The Loggers will be favored against Central Washington Nov.'18 in
their bid to secure one of eight berths
in the NCAA Division II National
Championship Playoffs.
As he has so many times this season,
Steve Levenseller and his kick return
ability led to a Logger score, this time
he set up the game-winning TD. His 29
yard punt return in the first period led
to Wyatt Baker's 14 yard TD reception
from Ivy Iverson. And although UPS
racked up 431 yards of total offense,
no more scoring would occur that day.
Two Logger fumbles deep in Bronco
territory and a missed field goal ended
UPS scoring threats. However, with
QB Iverson tossing for 247 yards on 14
completions, six of them to Mike
Heinz, and the running quartet of
Baker, Casey Sander, Pat O'Laughlin,

and Mike Factory handling the ground
chores, the offense controlled the bell,
keeping the defense well-rested and
fresh and keeping the Santa Clara
offense off the field.
When the Bronco offense did wander out onto the field, they were met
by an inspired gang of Loggers which
bottled them up for a mere 144 yards
total offense. Twice in the fourth
quarter Santa Clara was inside the UPS
10 yard line, but were repulsed both
times, the last by a Mark Madlund in- terception. Two QB sacks each by Ken
Van Buren and Mark Scott and seven
tackles by linebacker Mike Lindberg
highlighted the action up front, while
the much maligned secondary limited
the Bronco passing game to a stingy 96
passing yards. The defensive backs
were no less than brilliant in defensing
the Broncos to less than half the average Logger yield.
Although favored against the
Wildcats of Central Washington, UPS
must beware of running back Homer

Barber, who rushed for 118 yards last
week in Central's 21-9 victory over
Oregon Tech. Central's season record
stands at 3-5 and it will be Homecoming for the Wildcats. The Loggers are
in a must win situation to be cons ider ed for playoff action.

Spikers Take Two
By Jeff Jacobs

Last weekend, the women's varsity volleyball team travelled east of
the mountains. Besides the extremely cold weather, the Loggers
encountered the likes of Gonzaga,
Whitman and Whitworth. Creating
their own heat, UPS demolished
both Gonzaga and Whitman in 4
games and 3 games respectively.
Playing as Coach Wilson termed
"fairly well," the team was able to
experiment with new offensive sets
and people other than the starters.
Unfortunately, the Loggers were unable to maintain their new-found
comfort, dropping their last match
of the weekend to Whitworth in 4
games. Coming out of the weekend
outing with a two out of three
record, the volleyball team has just
one more game on their schedule.
The Loggers were by-passed when it
came to choosing at-large births for
regionals.
PLU, having been the top team in
the Pac 7, will be an automatic entry
into the regionals. Also from the
Pac 7, Eastern Washington and the
University of Idaho were chosen to
participate in the regionals as atlarge births. Even though both
PLU and Eastern defeated UPS quite
handedly in league play, the Loggers
can find solace in the fact that they
defeated the University of Idaho in
one of their matches.

The UPS soccer team closed out the
1979 campaign last weekend, first by
dropping a 2-1 decision in overtime to
the Oregon Ducks Nov. 11, and then
bouncing back to trip the Oregon State
Beavers 2-0 the next day. The Loggers
finished with a 8-6-1 overall mark and a
3-6 conference record.
The Ducks opened up an early 1-0
lead before Logger Steve Norlin connected to tie the match up. However,
Oregon scored five minutes into the
second overtime period to wrap up the
victory. Senior midfielder and Logger
co-captain Earl Nausid saw his colleg
ate career end slightly earlier than antF
cipated when he broke a fibula ten
minutes into the contest. Last season
Nausid became the first UPS player in
history to earn All Conference play
audits, With Nausid out, and several
other injuries occu ring through the
course of the game, UPS was forced to
play with only ten players at several intervalshampering their scoring efforts.
Senior defenders Dan Trunir and Gary
Cu lbertson played excellent games
holding the Ducks at bay.
The season finale found the Loggers
polishing off the Beavers again as
Steve Norlin scored to put Oregon St.
in a hole, and Terry Gresswell added to
the clincher to seal the UPS victory.
Sophomore goalie Mark Campbell
played a superb game en route to a
shutout, including several brilliant
saves.
Head Coach Frank Gallo and the
soccer team have made tremendous
strides the past few years, and with
many players returning for next
season, the future looks bright for even
further progress. Our congratulations
for an exciting season and the best of
luck in the future.

7 Day Campus
Nov17

Nov.19
WR&FH

.1-5 PM
6-10 pm
WR & FH... Varsity BB
2-5 pm
Gym
6-10 pm gym .....
(Basketball)
(Volleyball)
SP .......... 10-llamSP ........... 8-lOpm
12-1 pm Nov. 20
8-10 pm WR & FH , .. 7-10 pm
Gym ..... 6:30-10 pm
SP ......... 10-11 am
Nov.18
12-1 pm
7-10 pm
Nov
WR&FH
.2-5pm
WR&FH ..... 7-10pm
7-10 pm
Gym ...... 6-10 pm
Gym . . ... 7-10 pm
SP
10-11 am
(Basketball)
12-1 pm
7-lOom

Nov. 22

Nov. 21

WR&FH ..... 7-lOpm WR & FH
..
c'lo',ed
Gym ... ..... 6-10 pm Gym .
8-10 pm
SP
.
.
10-11 am SP ......... 10-11 am
12-1 pm
12-1 pm
7-10 pm
7-10 pm

Nov 23
KEY
WR&FH - - 7-10pm
Gym ....... 6-10 pm WR & FH = Weightroom
SP ........ 10-1am
and Fiekihouse
12-1 pm VH = Volleyball
7-10 pm 5P Swinimint' Pool
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Intramural Results and Schedules
The IM soccer playoffs started
Friday Nov. 10. Right before the
playoffs, the Phi Delts, who were
third in their division, got kicked out
of the soccer league for harassing a
referee.
For one of the first playoff games
Kappa Sig prayed Sigma Nu. Kurt
Watkins made the first goal for the
Kappa Sigs. Steve Olsen made the
last 2 goals for the Kappa Sigs
assisted by Dave Jenkins, making
the final score 3-1. Kappa Sig will
now play Fat City to determine who
will play in the championship game.
With the great teamwork of the
Law School Jess Webster was able
to make 3 goals in their playoff
game against Anderson-Langdon.
Ron Gardner also made a goal for
the Law School making the final
score 4-1. The Betas will now play
the Law School before the
Championship game on Sunday
Nov. 19.

Final soccer league standings
Win Loss Tie
FatCitv
0
5
0
Anderson-Langdon 3
1
1
PhiDelt
3
2
0
SigmaNu
2
1
2
Pablo Booze
1
4
0
Sigma Chi
0
0
5
11
Beta
5
0
1
Law School
4
2
0
Kappa Sigma
3
0
3
Regester
3
3
0
ROTC
2
3
1
SAE
1
4
1
Harrington
0
6
0

The Men's football playoffs
started Tues. Nov. 14th. Going into
the playoffs the top teams in each
division were undefeated, the Betas
and S & M.
In the last four years the Betas

have won the IM football championship 3 times. This year no team has
scored against the Betas. Among
this powerful team is Andy Dahl, a 2year letterman from OSU; and Dave
Kelly, who played football for UPS.
S & M (Sadist and Masochists) is
also an outstanding football team
this year. Their team is made up of
all stars from the dorms. Among
their players are Dave Anderson,
Bruce Coffin, Jeff Ama, Elston Kitamure and Ricardo Mclaughlin; all of
these players were all-league or allstate from their high school football
teams. S & M has had 12 points
scored against them all season and
has made an average of 30 points
per game.
The championship game for
men's football will be held Sunday
Nov. 19 at Baker Stadium. This will
be a game worth watching if S & M
and the Betas make it past the playoffs.

d I M 3 UnI

By Shelly Skinner

Final Men's Football standings:
S&M
Phi Delt
Theta Chi
First Year Law
Sigma Chi
Anderson-Langdon
Harrington
Beta
Legal Eagles
SAE
Sigma Nu
Todd
Regester

Win Loss
6
0
3
2
3
2
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
5
4
4
3
3
1
1

0
1
1
3
3
4

Final women's football standings
Win Loss
Tenzler
4
0
Hawaiians
2
2
Alpha Phi
2
2
Tri Delt
1
3
Harrington
1
2
0-Shiff
0
4
11
Regester
4
0
Kappa
1
3
Anderson-Langdon 3
1
Theta
2
3
Todd
2
3
Helluva
2
3
Gamma Phi
4,
0
206-759-82'

SIXTH AND UNION
752-0013

Custom Design Tailoring
Gift Shop - Fabrics
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

Mon., Tues., Thur.. Fi. loo.m.-5:30p.m.
Wed. I p.m.-7:30 p.m.
Sot 10 a.m.- p.m

WE DO

2707 No.21 St.
bcfro. WA 98406

Tune ups, most Foreign, and all Domestic
: Brakes
: Air conditioning
Power flush cooling systems
j Snow tire installation

* SAFIERS SPECIAL
$2195
lncludes:Power flush engine and radiator, chemicals,
snow tire installation, and 1st gallon antifreeze
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* With this ad and your U.P.S. card
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GREEN
STAMPS

Local checks accepted with your U.P.S. card

You can
travel the world
over and never
find a better beer.
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Five Reasons Why Ex-Weight Watchers®
Join Our Diet Control Centers
Some of the happiest members of our group
weight loss programs used to belong to Weight
Watchers. They're happybecause on our Diet Control
Center program they're losing weight. Keeping that
weight off. And enjoying the many advantages our
program has to offer.
Here why they're doing so well.
..
-

A Diet You Can Live With.
First of all, our diet is more liveable
than the Weight Watchers program. ts effective. . , but flexible.
Our club members get three meals a
day plus snacks selected from a wide assortment of food. There's no liver or fish required. And an occasional cheeseburger,
dessert or cocktail can be a part of your life,
too.
At DCC. there's a large range of food
allowed and no specific foods required.
Our program is not a strict regimen. It's
an adaptable diet that's easy to live with
and easy to lose with.

Limited Group Membership.
Another reason why ex-Weight Watchers make happy D.C.C. members is our
group size. We strictly limit the number of
participants in our sessions. That means
each member gets more individual atrenlion and support.
It also means we don't have any boring
hour-long weigh-in lines. We'd rather spend
that time talking with you about your
weight loss and helping you learn how to
modify your eating habits.

Just a $3.00 Check.
A third advantage is the low cost of our
program. Our initial registration fee is just
$7.00 (lower than the Weight Watchers
membership fee).
Our weekly fee of $3.00 is the some as
the cost for each Weight Watchers session,
but D.C.C. accepts checks . . . Weight
Watchers will only take cash. Many of our
members appreciate this extra convenience.

What isD.C.C.?
Diet Control Centers are group weight loss programs based on a balanced diet, modified eating
habits, weekly weigh-ins and group lectures and discvssions. lts a lot like Weight Watchers. But, there are
some important differences which make our program more effective.

4 A Relaxed Social Life
According to Our members, however,
the biggest advanrage;of our program is
that the D.C. C. diet is easily assimilated into
their social lives.
As we said, it's a flexible diet. As a
D.C. C. member you can go out to eat and
don't have to feel uncomfortable because
you're going off your diet. As a D.C.C.
member you can order a meal that will be
appropriate ... and you can have a drink
before dinner, too.
Quite simply, belonging to D.C.C.
doesn't have to alter your life style.

5. No-obligation Open Houses.
In addition, new D.C.C. classes start
with a no-obligation open house... introductory sessions where you can learn about
the concept and our program. It's your
chance to learn about DCC. and decide if
you want to become a member.
This initial meeting is free. Another
D.C.C. advantage.
The D.C.C. Difference.
That's what Diet Control Centers are all about. A
flexible diet. Small informal groups. An easy payment plan. A socially comfortable diet. And noobligation open houses.
That's why ex-Weight Watchers join D.C. C.

it's Almost Magic.
So if you've been considering joining a group
weight loss program, give us a call at 682-9425 and
find out the location of the D.C.C. meeting nearest
you. Coil today. Because people can do things in a
group that they couldn't accomplish alone.
Diet Control Centers. It's a proven national program that's effective. Inexpensive. And better than
Weight Watchers.
D.C.C. It's almost magic.

In TACOMA:
Monday, October 30th at 7:00 p.m.
in the Rodeway Inn, 6802 South
Sprague (exit 72nd Street from 1-5)
Room 201
Wednesday, November 1st at 7:00 p.m.
Room 11, McIntyre Hall on Lawrence
on North 15th (to the right of the fountain)

In PUYALLUP: Each
Tuesday at 7:00 p.m. in the Puyallup
Valley VFW at 120 Second Street NE.
In ENUMCLAW: Every
Wednesday at 7:00 p.m. in the Danish
Brotherhood Hall, corner of Myrtle and Porter

Diet

coNtrol
ceNters
682-9425

'Weight Watchers' is the registered trademark of Weight Watchers International, Inc.
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Spots remain open for Thanksgiving in Vancouver. Call Ros at
272-0065 for details.

Do You Believe In The

The Razor's EDGE

ONENESS OF GOD?
ONENESS OF RELIGION?
ONENESS OF MANKIND?

FASHIONABlY AHEAD IN HAIR
By Appointment---752-0223
3824 N. 26th St.

TROP I CAL
FISH
INN
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756-4642 or 858-7943
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LUBE CENTER
SPECIALISTS IN FAST SERVICE TUNE-UPS & tUBES

Oscars
Jurupari
Neon Tetra
Angel Fish
Guppies
Complete Selection
of Tropical Fish
and Goldfish

2701 N. Procto1

PR FSCRI

UPS BAHA'I CLUB

OPEN 12:00
to
9:00
Daily

F
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Millions of people on this
planet do - we are Baha'is.
Unity is the goal of the
Baha'i Faith- World Unity.

DOMESTIC & FOREIGN CARS, TRUCKS, & VANS
TUNE-UP 30-45 MINUTES MOST CARS
$34 INCLUDES PARTSF:t & LABOR
Spaih plugs, points condenser, rotor

COMPLETE LUBE OIL & FILTER I
10. 15
MINUTES

$1195

I
QUAKER STATEi
10-40 PREMIUM oiil

6 MONTFI-6.000 MILE GUARANTEE
ELECTRONIC DIAGNOSIS DYNO-POWER TUNED
$2 DISCOUNT UPS STUDENTS, FACULTY, EMPLOYEES
OTHER REPAIRS 10% OFF PARTS
MUST PRESENT STUDENT CARD OR EMPLOYEE IDENTIFICATION
,-.,.,,

NO APPOINTMENT NEEDED

38th & L Street 475-2578
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Campus News In Review
UPS Academic Dean Tom Davis
today announced that the University
as been accepted for membership in
the national honor society, Phil Beta
<appa.
"It was an uphill battle," Davis
explained. "We have been applying
for years and have never before
received a favorable response."
Phil Beta Kappa was formed in 1973
at Wellesley College. Although
Wellesley is not a member - its
membership does include L.H. Bates
Voc-Tech Institute, Griffin Business
College, the Ron Bailie School of
Broadcast, and Teller Training
Institute.
Pnil Beta Kappa becomes the
J.niversits second scholastic
lonorary fraternity joining the already
stablished Phil Kappa Phil.

In a bold move, UPS School of Law
Dean Wallace Rudolph has
announced a new program designed to
fight the problem of unemployment
among attorneys.
Explaining that almost 1/3 of law
school graduates who pass the bar
have trouble finding jobs, "Wally" said
that the UPS School of Law has
managed to reduce its bar passage rate
by approximately 33%. The program,
based on what Rudolph called
"natural selection," is the first of its
kind in the nation and officials are very
pleased by its success. When asked
about possible dissatisfaction with the
program on the part of students,
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Rudolph's only comment was
"Caveat Emptor."

Jose Feliciano, despondent over his
diminishing drawing power, has
announced his retirement fron show
business. The noted guitarist will
enroll next fall at the University of
Washington as a freshman business
major. Feliciano's aides said his move
was probably motivated by "his desire
to once again be in a room with more
than 500 people."
ASUPS President Scott Jackson has
announced the beginning of a major
new student effort to save the
Winterim program. Centered around
the slogan "Please save Winterim, I've
got a dinner riding on it" the program
will attempt to mobilize students in
support of the month-long term.
"Time is of the essence," said Jackson
in calling for a speedy ASUPS
response. "Most students are not
going to be around in January and by
the time they come back it will be too
late to do anything."
The office of the Academic Dean
today announced a correction to the
list of persons being considered for
tenure by the University this year. The
name of University President Philip
Phibbs was inadvertantly deleted and
replaced with the name of Idi Amin.
"A silly mistake and one that I am sure
that I will be sorry for," commented
Dean Tom Davis.

Letters
Dear Editors,
Please bring back the zone, I
thought it was a gas.
Sincerely,
C. Chessman
Dear Editors,
You must bring back the zone.
More people liked it than didn't.
Pleasantly yours,
Jeremy Bentham
Dear Editors,
I haven't been able to eat or stop
running since you discontinued the
zone.
Sincerely,
Dick Gregory
Dear Editors,
Please bring back the zone - it had
class.
Sincerely,
Karl Marx
Dear Sirs,
Don't take the criticism about the
zone so badly. It was just a lot of
pointless sniping.
Yours truly,
Charles Whitman

Sirs,
Please bring back the zone. It is
always refreshing to see the work of a
couple of punks, especially two who
are such cut-u ps
Ta-Ta,
Sid Vicious

Sirs,
At first I didn't want the zone back
but now I have had a change of heart.
Yours,
Christian Barnard
Dear Sirs, Please bring back the zone. Now I
look down and see nothing but a blank
sheet of metal.
Sincerely,
President Phibbs' canary
Dear Sirs,
Don't bring back the zone. Pointless
and offensive insanity has no place in
the world.
Sincerely,
Idi Amin
Dear Sirs,
Yes it does (see above).
Sincerely,
J. Nyerere

Hansen To Run
Professor Tim Hansen of the Department of English today announced
his candidacy for Shah of Iran. Hansen, who spent a year in Iran, believes that his study there would
make him a natural tor the job. "Besides, the only other job I am interested in is the Chair of the Department
of Politics and Government and
there is just too much competition
for that." John Jandali was unavailable for comment but Frank
Cousens said that he thought
Hansen was a Shah bet.
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